
You’ve finished! 
What will you read next?
                          Grusilda 

Name ...............................................
Date  ...............................................

Student Response
My score for this book is ............/10.
It was a ................................... book. 

Rollercoaster Thrill!

1. Write a verse. 

We love a roller....................

We l............ to go so fast.

We love to feel the sp..........

It really is a blast!

D............ the slope we zoom.

We sp.......... up all the hills.
 
A rollercoaster r....... 
has many, many thr........!

Activity Sheet

Level 10: Verse

2. Draw a rollercoaster 
go through a loop.

down
feel 
speed
like
love
hill
thrill
through
ride
side

3. Read, cover, spell!
Read Cover Spell
down
feel 
speed
like
love
hill
thrill
through
ride
side
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Inside Front Cover: Glossary Title Page: Story Introduction 

Teaching Unit
Rollercoaster Thrill!
Level 10 Fiction – Verse

Curriculum: English; Technology; Science; Maths
Book Synopsis: People share their rollercoaster 
thrills in a descriptive verse that uses content  
vocabulary across science, maths and technology. 
Non-High Frequency Words: The word count is 
less than in other books at this level to assist 
students with the decoding of many unrepeated 
words in a verse context. 
High Frequency Words: Rollercoaster Thrill! has an 
above average percentage of high frequency words. 
Comprehension: The Teaching Unit’s focus is on 
seven areas of comprehension – connection, 
inference, importance, questioning, summarising, 
synthesis and visual. We advise teachers to tailor 
literal comprehension questions for each group.  

Page 2
Verse – Orientation
Introduce the rollercoaster riders and place.
Language Features
Revise title vocabulary: the first verse repeats 
words from the book’s title.
Meter and rhythm: read the first verse 
together to model the meter and rhythm.
Comprehension – Inference, Estimation, Visual
Discuss how rollercoasters work (see fact box 
on opposite page) and student experiences. Do 
you think the rollercoaster is speeding fast or 
zooming? How can you tell by the track design?
English, Technology and Arts Activity 
Students design a rollercoaster illustrated with 
pictures of fast things or animals on it, e.g. 
rockets or cheetahs. Write a sentence about it.

Page 3
Verse – Event
The riders explain why they love rollercoaster rides.
Language Features
Adjective and noun: steepest slope
Antonyms: up, down
Rhyming words: hill (“thrill” on page 2)
Synonyms: speeding, zooming 
Words with “ee”: speeding, steepest (“feel” on page 2)
Comprehension – Connection, Inference
Would you prefer speeding up or zooming down hills? Why? 
Why do you think the rollercoaster can speed up steep slopes?
English and Arts Activity
Read both pages aloud – emphasise meter and rhythm. 

Pages 4 and 5
Verse – Event 
The riders explain why they feel the thrill of 
a rollercoaster ride.
Language Features
Rhyming words: tight, fright
Word family: speed (“speeding” on page 3)
Words starting with “thr”, “scr”: through 
(“thrill” on page 2); scream
Comprehension – Importance, Inference
What are some important safety things to do 
when riding on a rollercoaster? Why do you 
think the riders kept their eyes open on pages 
2 and 3 but shut them in fright on page 5?
English, Arts, Health and Safety Activity
Students redraw the illustration and add emotive 
labels, e.g. Scream Loud!; and safety captions near 
the relevant parts, e.g. Hold on Tight!
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Student Activity
Student activity sheet
(free download/PDF)

I twist and turn when I’m flying, but this looks 
awesome! Hold on tight!

The ride is almost at an end. That’s lucky, because 
my tummy feels like it’s been up and down and all 
over the place!

Page 8
Verse – Conclusion
The rollercoaster ride ends.
Language Features
Revise rhyming words: thrill, hill (also on pages 2 and 3)
Vocabulary revision: revises some key words and phrases from 
pages 2 and 3, e.g. down, feel
Word family: loved (“love” on page 2) 
Comprehension – Summarise, Synthesise, Inference, Connection
How did the riders feel at the end? How long would you want 
to ride on a rollercoaster? Would you want to go on another 
rollercoaster ride immediately after your first ride? Why? 
English, Arts, Safety Activity  
The rollercoaster will stop at the  
bottom of the track on page 8.  
Redraw the illustration with a  
fairground-themed STOP sign.  

Pages 6 and 7
Verse – Event 
The riders share the effects from the power of the 
rollercoaster ride.
Language Features
Revise word family: speed (“speeding” on page 3)
Rhyming words: side, ride
Speed phrase: power of this ride
Comprehension – Visual, Connection, Question
What do you think caused the riders to move 
from side to side, even though they are holding
on tight? What questions would you ask before 
riding on a rollercoaster? Why?
English, Arts and Science Activity  
Discuss force as it relates to rollercoasters. Draw 
a rollercoaster speeding down a track and use the 
same illustration technique to denote great speed.

Scooter Safety
Level 7: Non-Fiction, 
Report

The Penguin Race 
Level 9: Fiction, 
Narrative

Where Does the Moon Go?
Level 18: NonFiction, 
Explanation/Response

Group Activity
Chart: “Our Rollercoaster Ride”
Students make a track and loops from  
pliable plastic tubing or natural materials. 
Make small rollercoaster train carriages to 
mount on the track. Create a name for it. 

Check out these other 
books for projects 
about force and 
motion.

Gravity
Gravity is an invisible force 
that makes things move or 

fall toward the Earth. 
Harnessing this force, 
a rollercoaster in Abu 
Dhabi is the world’s 

fastest, reaching speeds 
of 240 kilometres per hour!


